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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Aiming at the shortcomings of various methods adopted in current automobile traffic 

statistics, a vehicle counting method based on Matlab image recognition and processing 

technology is proposed, and its reliability is verified by an example [1]. This method reduces 

the operator's labor intensity, makes up for the deficiency in human vision and reaction, 

improves the statistical efficiency and accuracy, and lays a necessary theoretical and practical 

foundation for further research in the future. It is of great significance. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUTION 

Traffic is a basic industry for economic and social development, and it is the main carrier of 

people flow, logistics, capital flow, and information flow in social economic activities. 

However, with the development of society and economy, the rapid increase of motor vehicles, 

people are earning huge profits from motor vehicles and fully enjoy the great convenience of 

the car, but also more and more traffic jams, frequent traffic accidents, and the environment 

There are many problems caused by increased pollution and rising fuel consumption. 

In recent years, a wide range of comprehensive vehicle detection and recognition theories 

based on image analysis and computer vision has developed rapidly and can provide 

comprehensive analysis and management of traffic information. Acquisition, processing and 

management of traffic information, including the detection, identification and classification of 

vehicles and their licenses; detection of traffic conditions (traffic flow detection, vehicle speed 

detection, congestion and congestion detection, etc.); detection of traffic anomalies (traffic jam 

detection, car accidents) Detection, illegal overtaking detection, red light violation detection, 

etc.); traffic operation status estimation and prediction. In this thesis, the traffic flow detection 
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is mainly studied. The main method used is image processing and image recognition based on 

MATLAB. 

2. THE ACQUISITION OF THE ORIGINAL IMAGE 

The commonly used image acquisition methods include image acquisition card acquisition, 

camera acquisition, and digital camera shooting. This article uses a 3 million-pixel digital hard 

disk camera to obtain digital images of traffic intersections. This method has the advantages of 

simple operation, high image clarity, and strong mobility. 

3. MATLAB-BASED VEHICLE STATISTICAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

3.1 Reading in images 

In matlab, the acquired image can be read into memory by the imread function, returning a 

matrix of the same size as the original image size (the size of the image is in pixels). Through 

the imshow function, the image represented by the matrix can be displayed on the window. You 

can see that the displayed image is exactly the same as the original image. 

3.2 Gray image processing 

Usually, the original image obtained is an RGB image. Since the image processing functions 

involved are mostly for grayscale images, the RGB image 1 needs to be converted into a 

grayscale image. Each element in the grayscale image matrix represents a pixel point [2]. If the 

matrix is of type unit8, its data range is [0,255]. Different element values represent different 

brightness or grayscale levels. A value of 0 represents black and a value of 255 represents white. 

The greater the value, the higher the brightness of the pixel at that location. 

3.3 Image filtering 

The images obtained from traffic scenes contain a large number of point-like or spike-like 

noises, mostly due to weather or other causes, and motion blur caused by faster movement 

speeds. Filtering is to effectively remove the two noises. There are many ways to denoise, 

roughly divided into two categories: one is the time domain denoising, and the other is the 

frequency domain denoising. The denoising methods in the time domain include weighted 

smoothing, median filtering, and binary morphological methods [3]. The denoising methods in 

the frequency domain include classical digital filters, homomorphic filters, and wavelet 

analysis. After the analysis and comparison of the median filtering method in the time domain 

denoising, it not only has the effect of suppressing the interference pulse and point noise, but 

also can maintain a good image edge. The median filter function in MATLAB is medfilt2. 

4. BACKGROUND DIFFERENCE EXTRACTION TARGET 

The principle of the background difference method is to first obtain the road background image 

in the absence of a car, and then use the current input image and the saved background image as 

subtraction operations to obtain a difference image. By binarizing the difference image, it can 

be determined whether there is a vehicle in the current input image [4]. 
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The advantage of this algorithm is that it can detect both the moving vehicle and the stationary 

vehicle. Moreover, the algorithm has a simple principle and does not involve the 

time-consuming operation such as averaging. The operation speed is faster. The algorithm is 

insensitive to light changes and robust. Strong. The disadvantage of this method is that since 

the environment is timed and the background is constantly changing, the background must be 

constantly updated to prevent detection errors caused by environmental changes. 

4.1 Target extraction 

Under the background update, we use the current frame image and the background image to 

make the absolute difference calculation to obtain the required car target information. Then do 

image binary transformation to get the target. Using the object manipulation function in 

MATLAB [1, n]=bwlabel(bw,4), statistics on the number of cars can be achieved (n is the 

number of cars in the result), and the value of n can be displayed with display(n). 

4.2 Statistical Process MATLAB Program Implementation 

>> Clear 

>> close all 

>> i=imread ('D:\My Documents\MATLAB Background image'); 

>> i0=rgb2gray (i); 

>> i1=medfilt2 (i0,[3 3]); 

>> imwrite (i1,'457.tif'); 

>> j=imread ('D:\My Documents\MATLAB\Current frame image'); 

>> j0=rgb2gray (j); 

>> j1=medfilt2 (j0, [3 3]); 

>> imwrite (j1,'459.tif'); 

>> k=imsubtract (j1,i1);>> imwrite(k,'110.tif'); 

>> bws=edge(k,'sobel',(graythresh(k)*.1)); 

>> se90=strel('line',3,90); 

>> se0=strel('line',3,0); 

>> bwsdil=imdilate(bws,[se90 se0]); 

>> bwdfill=imfill(bwsdil,'holes'); 

>> bwnobord=imclearborder(bwdfill,4); 

>>bwareaopen=bwareaopen (bwnobord, 450); 

>> [l,num]=bwlabel(bwareaopen,8); 

>>display (num); 

num =2 
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4.3 Analysis of test results 

           

Background image                   Current frame image 

           

Background difference image        Binarized background difference image 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Through the above explanation and example analysis, it can be concluded that the use of 

Matlab image processing technology facilitates the counting in the test process. The 

experimental results show that the accuracy can reach 98% when the background can be 

updated in time, which greatly improves the efficiency and accuracy, and also avoids the 

cumbersome programming of other software, laying the foundation for further research. 

As for how to solve the background update problem, this article does not elaborate. There are 

many methods for background updating. There are multi-frame average method, Gaussian 

distribution model method, random update method, selection update method, and an average 

update method. I have done Analyze and compare choices - The average update method works 

well. 
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